Motorised retractable screens for
commercial buildings up to 7m wide

THE EXECUTIVE

INSECT PROTECTION

SOLAR SHADING

VENTILATION

BLACKOUT BLINDS

Retractable screens for
DOORS

WINDOWS

LARGE OPENINGS

Left: Insect meshes and solar fabrics provide
40-80% UV block whilst retaining your view
Top right: Keep interiors cool and reduce glare
Bottom right: Privacy and solar shading

Power screens tailored to your requirements
Executive power screens suit a range of commercial applications as they provide
ventilation, solar shading, insect protection and increased privacy for openings up to
7m across and 4.8m high. The screens can be fitted either internally or externally to
block UV rays and reduce heat gain and glare.
Executive screens can be linked to building management systems or fitted with
sensors, so that they automatically deploy or retract to regulate the temperature.
This makes them ideal for commercial buildings like showrooms, retail units or office
buildings as they reduce air conditioning costs and create a more pleasant working
environment. They can also be fitted with blackout fabrics to suit applications where
unwanted light is a problem (e.g. projection rooms or photographic darkrooms).
Executive screens are perfect for hospitality applications like restaurants, cafés and
hotels as they can be fitted to windows and doors to let fresh air in whilst protecting
against insects and UV rays.
They can also be added to external structures to create additional outdoor spaces
where customers can enjoy an alfresco dining experience without being disturbed by
unwanted visitors. The screens protect against light rain and outdoor debris like grass
and leaves and can retain heat from outdoor heaters when fitted with solar mesh, so
that restaurateurs can generate additional revenue from their outdoor space during
spring and autumn too.

FEATURES
Screens up to 7m widths
Retracts vertically
Range of performance fabrics and colour options
Optional sun and wind sensors to automatically
adjust screen position
Weighted slidebar
In-wall or hand-held remote controls
Can be linked to building management systems
Can be surface or reveal mounted
Can be recessed into walls and ceiling cavities
Can be mounted internally or externally

BENEFITS
Solar shading to prevent heat build-up and glare
Increase ventilation to cool and freshen interiors
Protect against insects
Screen outdoor areas to expand your space
Privacy at the touch of a button
Lower air conditioning costs

Executive screens can be finished in any RAL
colour to match existing décor. We also offer a
range of wood grain finishes.
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Blocks up to
55% UV rays
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80% UV rays
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➧

COLOURS & SIZES

The Executive can be fitted with a range of technical fabrics to suit your requirements including
standard and anti-midge insect meshes, solar shading and privacy/blackout fabrics.

Max Height 4.8m

PERFORMANCE FABRICS

Max width 7.0m
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